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Basic Principles of CounselingBasic Principles of Counseling

1.  Principle of Acceptance1.  Principle of Acceptance

Accept the client with his physical, Accept the client with his physical, 

psychological, social, economical and cultural psychological, social, economical and cultural 

conditions. conditions. 

2. Principle of Communication2. Principle of Communication

Communication should be verbal as well a non Communication should be verbal as well a non 

verbal and should be skilful.verbal and should be skilful.



3. Principle of Empathy

Empathy is ability to identify with a person.

4. Principle of Respect for the individual

Respecting an individuals feelings must be 

an integral parts of counseling process.

5. Principle of non-Judge

Mental attitudes – do not critize or comment 

negatively regarding client’s complaints.



6. Principles of Confidentiality

Always keep the clients name and the problem 

strictly secrete and assure the client about the 

same.

7. Principle of individuality

Treat each and every client as well as unique 

and respect his problems. 

8. Principle of non emotional involvement

Not getting emotionally involved with the clients 

and avoid getting carried away with his feelings.



Important Principles of CounselingImportant Principles of Counseling

Before undertaking any therapeutic session Before undertaking any therapeutic session 

of counseling, one must train prepare the of counseling, one must train prepare the 

counselor for his job. In this context, it is counselor for his job. In this context, it is counselor for his job. In this context, it is counselor for his job. In this context, it is 

essential to understand the principles and essential to understand the principles and 

objectives underlying counseling.objectives underlying counseling.



For counselling it is all the more essential to For counselling it is all the more essential to 

spell out the principles because counselling spell out the principles because counselling 

draws heavily upon a number of disciplines draws heavily upon a number of disciplines 

for it’s own approaches. for it’s own approaches. 

To name a few, it takes help from psychiatry, To name a few, it takes help from psychiatry, To name a few, it takes help from psychiatry, To name a few, it takes help from psychiatry, 

mental hygiene, principles of growth and mental hygiene, principles of growth and 

development, sociology, study of culture, development, sociology, study of culture, 

sometimes even ethics, psychometrics and sometimes even ethics, psychometrics and 

education.education.



a. It is a a. It is a universal serviceuniversal service which can be which can be 

given to any client of any age, sex or given to any client of any age, sex or 

nationality. There should be no nationality. There should be no 

discrimination. discrimination. 

b. It can be given in b. It can be given in groupsgroups or or individuallyindividually. . 

No discrimination depending on the nature No discrimination depending on the nature 

on the problem faced in the clienton the problem faced in the client



c.c. The technique and method used The technique and method used 

should be adopted to the need of the should be adopted to the need of the 

clientclient, his background, his problem, , his background, his problem, 

time available, resources at hand etc. time available, resources at hand etc. 

An eclectic approach sometimes is An eclectic approach sometimes is 

more useful than any one technique.more useful than any one technique.more useful than any one technique.more useful than any one technique.

d.d. It is It is only an assistanceonly an assistance and not advice and not advice 

giving. A counsellor must create a giving. A counsellor must create a 

situation in which the client situation in which the client 

understands his problem in the right understands his problem in the right 

perspectiveperspective. . 



e. It is not solving the problem of It is not solving the problem of 

others rather it is helping others to others rather it is helping others to 

learn how to tackle their own problems. learn how to tackle their own problems. 

By solving others’ problems you are By solving others’ problems you are By solving others’ problems you are By solving others’ problems you are 

making them dependant on you.making them dependant on you.



There is a story of a little boy who was hungry There is a story of a little boy who was hungry 
and was given a fish by man to eat. But he and was given a fish by man to eat. But he 
refused to take a fish saying “Don’t give me a refused to take a fish saying “Don’t give me a 
fish, but teach me to catch fish, for if I learn to fish, but teach me to catch fish, for if I learn to 
catch fish I will not need your fish.” In catch fish I will not need your fish.” In 
counseling we have to make people learn for counseling we have to make people learn for counseling we have to make people learn for counseling we have to make people learn for 
themselves coping mechanisms which are themselves coping mechanisms which are 
healthy and useful. healthy and useful. 



f. The counselor must have . The counselor must have basic basic 

faithfaith that people can learn and that people can learn and 

modify their behavior that they can modify their behavior that they can modify their behavior that they can modify their behavior that they can 

rectify their mistakesrectify their mistakes.  



g.g. The counsellor must be optimistic in his The counsellor must be optimistic in his 

attitude thatattitude that even if there are handicaps even if there are handicaps 

and limitations yet people can find ways and limitations yet people can find ways 

to overcome or compensate them. If a to overcome or compensate them. If a 

person is blind he can still use his other person is blind he can still use his other 

senses to help him in learning many senses to help him in learning many senses to help him in learning many senses to help him in learning many 

things.things.

h.h. But this faith and optimism should not But this faith and optimism should not 

be based on sentiments. It should be be based on sentiments. It should be 

grounded grounded in objective factsin objective facts. . 



If a school boy has consistently failedIf a school boy has consistently failed

poorly in his examination and your poorly in his examination and your 

ability tests also show a poor learning ability tests also show a poor learning 

potential then out of sentimentalism potential then out of sentimentalism 

you tell him “ never mind, this timeyou tell him “ never mind, this time

you will surely do well”.  This would you will surely do well”.  This would you will surely do well”.  This would you will surely do well”.  This would 

be a gross error on your part. be a gross error on your part. 

Instead help him to face objective Instead help him to face objective 

reality and help him to find an area in reality and help him to find an area in 

which he can succeed and become which he can succeed and become 

vocationally selfvocationally self-- sufficient.sufficient.



i. The counselor must generate the 

skill   of ”empathy” and avoid 

showing “sympathy”

J. The counselor must also develop J. The counselor must also develop 

the attitude of acceptance. The The 

counselor give due regard to the counselor give due regard to the 

right of client.right of client.



k. Building up of Building up of trusttrust and maintenance and maintenance 

of of total confidencetotal confidence is another principle to is another principle to 

be achieved. The client will trust you be achieved. The client will trust you 

only if you can enthuse confidence in only if you can enthuse confidence in only if you can enthuse confidence in only if you can enthuse confidence in 

him that whatever he is telling you will him that whatever he is telling you will 

be maintained confidentiallybe maintained confidentially..



L. Trust can be furthered by L. Trust can be furthered by showing showing 

respectrespect to the client. He should be to the client. He should be 

treated with equality and respect for treated with equality and respect for 

his individuality. One way of showing his individuality. One way of showing 

respect is by giving full attention to respect is by giving full attention to 

the individual and listening carefully to the individual and listening carefully to the individual and listening carefully to the individual and listening carefully to 

what he says. Avoiding eye contact or what he says. Avoiding eye contact or 

sifting in your chair, having gestures sifting in your chair, having gestures 

which show that you that you are which show that you that you are 

bored, can reveal lack of respect and it bored, can reveal lack of respect and it 

turn break the rapport. turn break the rapport. 



m. There should be m. There should be flexibilityflexibility in the in the 

attitude of the counsellor. Rigidity can attitude of the counsellor. Rigidity can 

ruin a good counselling session. A ruin a good counselling session. A 

counsellor may have his own value and counsellor may have his own value and 

belief system which he may known to belief system which he may known to 

others, but he is very rigid about them, others, but he is very rigid about them, 

then he would like to impose his way of then he would like to impose his way of 

thinking on someone else..  thinking on someone else..  



n. It follows that counsellor cannot n. It follows that counsellor cannot 

afford to be an ”afford to be an ”absolutistabsolutist”. He has to ”. He has to 

think in relative terms. Actions, thoughts think in relative terms. Actions, thoughts 

and feelings must be blended to give a and feelings must be blended to give a 

totality of an individual. In life we can’t totality of an individual. In life we can’t 

live in terms of absolute “live in terms of absolute “blacksblacks” and ” and live in terms of absolute “live in terms of absolute “blacksblacks” and ” and 

““whiteswhites” but rather shades of “” but rather shades of “graysgrays”. ”. 

No one is “absolutely” good or bad. No one is “absolutely” good or bad. 

People are relatively good or bad and People are relatively good or bad and 

changeable.   changeable.   



o. The counsellor should not think in o. The counsellor should not think in 

terms of his “terms of his “satisfactionsatisfaction” on ” on 

outcome of the counselling session. outcome of the counselling session. 

His satisfaction may be secondary, His satisfaction may be secondary, 

nor should he think only in terms of nor should he think only in terms of 

counsellee's satisfaction. counsellee's satisfaction. 

The principle should be to understand The principle should be to understand 

the needs of the individual in relation the needs of the individual in relation 

to social goals and then to achieve to social goals and then to achieve 

plan of action which may also be plan of action which may also be 

satisfying and ultimately leading to satisfying and ultimately leading to 

happinesshappiness.



These are only some of the more These are only some of the more 

important principles which a important principles which a 

counsellor should keep in mind. A counsellor should keep in mind. A 

counsellor must be trained and acquire counsellor must be trained and acquire 

many skills of communication, human many skills of communication, human 

relation, sensitivity before he takes up relation, sensitivity before he takes up relation, sensitivity before he takes up relation, sensitivity before he takes up 

this delicate job. One wrong can cause this delicate job. One wrong can cause 

more harm than good to the client. The more harm than good to the client. The 

counsellor therefore has to be very counsellor therefore has to be very 

cautious in his approach.cautious in his approach.

THE ENDTHE END


